WITH SUMMER AND FALL REGISTRATION RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER, IT IS TIME TO PLACE ADVISING HOLDS ON STUDENTS’ ACCOUNTS. IN AN EFFORT TO ENSURE ADVISING HOLDS ARE PLACED ACCURATELY AND IN A TIMELY MANNER, WE ARE ASKING DEPARTMENTS TO SEND AN EXCEL SPREADSHEET THAT INCLUDES A COMPLETE LIST OF STUDENTS NEEDING ADVISING HOLDS. THE REPORT CENTRAL REPORT CALLED “CUMULATIVE GPA BY LEVEL, CLASS, COLLEGE, DEGREE IN MAJOR ORDER” UNDER THE GPA/ CREDIT HOURS TAB IS A GOOD RESOURCE FOR THIS INFORMATION.

REQUESTS SHOULD BE SUBMITTED TO BETH DAWSON AT EDAWSON8@UNCC.EDU BY MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2019.

PLEASE NOTE:
- FRESHMEN AUTOMATICALLY RECEIVE AN ADVISING HOLD SO THESE STUDENTS (CLASS OF FR) SHOULD BE EXCLUDED FROM YOUR REQUEST.
- EXCLUDE STUDENTS WHO HAVE APPLIED TO GRADUATE FOR THE CURRENT TERM.
- IF YOU REQUIRE A CUSTOM MESSAGE TO APPEAR WITH THE ADVISING HOLD (LIMIT OF 30 CHARACTERS), PLEASE INCLUDE IT WITH YOUR REQUEST. EXAMPLE: CONTACT PBUS ADVISOR
- ONE REQUEST PER DEPARTMENT SHOULD BE SUBMITTED.

SPRING FORUM (1ST BI-ANNUAL EVENT)
JOIN US FOR OUR FIRST SPRING FORUM. THIS TWO-DAY FORUM (SAME CONTENT BOTH DAYS) IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE YOU WITH INFORMATION YOU CAN USE. MOST INFORMATION WILL BE RELATED IN SOME WAY TO THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR, WHILE INFORMATION FROM OTHER AREAS WILL ALSO BE SHARED. YOU PICK THE DAY THAT FITS YOUR SCHEDULE BEST. AFTER BOTH DAYS, WE WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH THE PRESENTATION AND COMMENTS/QUESTIONS/ANSWERS FROM BOTH DAYS. AS MUCH AS THIS FORUM IS DESIGNED TO CONVEY INFORMATION, IT IS MORE IMPORTANT THAT WE ADDRESS QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS FROM YOU. PRIOR TO THE EVENT, PLEASE SHARE ANY TOPICS OF INTEREST. DON’T WORRY, WE HAVE OUR OWN TOPICS TOO. THIS WILL BECOME A FALL AND SPRING EVENT GOING FORWARD. WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR EITHER WED, FEB. 27 @ 3PM OR THURS, FEB 28 @ 3PM. BOTH DAYS WILL TAKE PLACE IN CONE 112.

TEST YOUR CATALOG KNOWLEDGE - UNDERGRADUATE PASS/NO CREDIT LIMITS
EVERY STUDENT WILL BE PERMITTED DURING HIS/HER UNDERGRADUATE YEARS TO SELECT UP TO A TOTAL OF FOUR COURSES (AT MOST ONE PER ACADEMIC YEAR) IN WHICH HE/SHE CAN RECEIVE AN EVALUATION OF H (HONORS), P (PASS), OR N (NO CREDIT). THIS OPTION IS DESIGNED TO ENCOURAGE CURIOSITY, EXPLORATION, AND EXPERIMENTATION IN AREAS WHERE A STUDENT HAS STRONG INTEREST BUT LITTLE OR NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE. THE PASS/NO CREDIT OPTION ONLY APPLIES TO COURSES NORMALLY GRADED ON AN A-F SCALE, AND IT CANNOT BE USED ON COURSES TAKEN BY A STUDENT FOR CREDIT TOWARD HIS/HER MAJOR OR MINOR OR TO SATISFY UNIVERSITY GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS.

SUMMER AND FALL 2019 ADVISING HOLDS
WITH SUMMER AND FALL REGISTRATION RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER, IT IS TIME TO PLACE ADVISING HOLDS ON STUDENTS’ ACCOUNTS. IN AN EFFORT TO ENSURE ADVISING HOLDS ARE PLACED ACCURATELY AND IN A TIMELY MANNER, WE ARE ASKING DEPARTMENTS TO SEND AN EXCEL SPREADSHEET THAT INCLUDES A COMPLETE LIST OF STUDENTS NEEDING ADVISING HOLDS. THE REPORT CENTRAL REPORT CALLED “CUMULATIVE GPA BY LEVEL, CLASS, COLLEGE, DEGREE IN MAJOR ORDER” UNDER THE GPA/CREDIT HOURS TAB IS A GOOD RESOURCE FOR THIS INFORMATION. REQUESTS SHOULD BE SUBMITTED TO BETH DAWSON AT EDAWSON8@UNCC.EDU BY MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2019.

PLEASE NOTE:
- FRESHMEN AUTOMATICALLY RECEIVE AN ADVISING HOLD SO THESE STUDENTS (CLASS OF FR) SHOULD BE EXCLUDED FROM YOUR REQUEST.
- EXCLUDE STUDENTS WHO HAVE APPLIED TO GRADUATE FOR THE CURRENT TERM.
- IF YOU REQUIRE A CUSTOM MESSAGE TO APPEAR WITH THE ADVISING HOLD (LIMIT OF 30 CHARACTERS), PLEASE INCLUDE IT WITH YOUR REQUEST. EXAMPLE: CONTACT PBUS ADVISOR
- ONE REQUEST PER DEPARTMENT SHOULD BE SUBMITTED.

SUBSTITUTIONS AND WAIVERS
ADVISORS WHO HAVE DISCUSSED THE NEED FOR SPECIFIC SUBSTITUTIONS AND WAIVERS WITH THEIR ADVISEES, PLEASE GO AHEAD AND SUBMIT THEM TO OUR OFFICE. IN SOME CASES, YOU CAN SUBSTITUTE A PLANNED COURSE BEFORE THE STUDENT EVEN REGISTERS FOR THE COURSE. THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR WOULD PREFER TO RECEIVE SUBSTITUTIONS AND WAIVERS SHORTLY AFTER YOU HAVE THESE DISCUSSIONS WITH YOUR STUDENT, SO THEY ARE IN PLACE PRIOR TO THE NEXT TERM’S ADVISEMENT AND/OR TO AID IN DEGREE CLEARANCE. THE EARLIER, THE BETTER. IF YOU NEED HELP IDENTIFYING THESE STUDENTS, CONTACT GRADUATION@UNCC.EDU.